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THANK YOU FOR YOUR WISDOM, TIME AND ENERGY.

Dear Extraordinary Human,

First and foremost - thank you for being an integral part of what makes SHE RECOVERS®

Foundation so unique. The level of support we provide those in or seeking recovery is
unparalleled (in my humble, somewhat biased opinion).

I have been especially inspired by how SHE RECOVERS Coaches & Trauma-Informed
Yoga Teachers have been holding space as beacons of light for recovering women over
the past few years. As the world came to a halt due to the pandemic, your relentless
support of those we serve only grew.

The SHE RECOVERS community and resources have been a co-creation since day one
and we are so grateful to have you with us. These guidelines were established to ensure
that all representatives and partners of SHE RECOVERS® Foundation (SRF) are familiar
with the legal, trademark, and style requirements needed to protect SRF’s work and ensure
that individuals who are seeking a movement like ours can clearly identify the programs
and services SHE RECOVERS provides.

Yours in recovery,

Lisa Wall
Director of Community Engagement & Online Programs
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STYLE GUIDE OBJECTIVES

The introduction of the new SHE RECOVERS (SR) Sharing Circles provides a unique
opportunity for you to be a part of a movement of recovery professionals committed to
cultivating connection, support and empowerment in those they serve. Upon successful
completion of the required training (SRCD/SRYT/SRPD and Trauma-Informed Inclusivity
Training - coming Spring 2023) you may utilize this marketing & style guide. The objectives
of this guide are to:

● Deliver a range of unified branded assets to assist you in bringing SR Sharing
Circles to a broader audience within the communities you serve.

● Provide the marketing, trademark and style guidelines along with visual and
typographical elements to ensure that we work together to build and protect the
identity, equity, and integrity of the SRF & Sharing Circle brands.

APPROVED MARKETING ASSETS

Below is the list of assets approved for use by SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circle Facilitators.

SR Sharing Circle Global Branding
A general global SR Sharing Circle image and additional community specific branded
images are available. These include:

● Facebook Community Group Cover Photo (if applicable)
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● Social Media images:

○ Sharing Circle social media
image 1200 X 1200

○ Sharing Circle listing image
on the SRF website

Requests for your specific SR Sharing Circle image can be submitted to
approvals@sherecovers.org

SHE RECOVERS Intentions & Guiding Principles Pairings

The SR Intentions & Guiding Principles (SR I&Gs) images are available as individual
web-based images and as a whole in print and web-based formats. These assets can be
used in conjunction with SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circles and across a range of marketing
materials including flyers, websites, and social media. The SR I&Gs are not to be
transposed or modified in any way other than written in raw text form when quoting SHE
RECOVERS such as within a personal narrative or e-mail copy.
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Below is a list of the assets approved for use by SR Sharing Circle Facilitators only.
Please note that it is a trademark violation for you to share these assets with others. These
assets are available for download @ sherecovers.org/sharing-circle-toolkit.

SR Sharing Circles Logo

This unique artwork has been created to
brand and market all SR Sharing Circles.
The approved logo includes the SHE
RECOVERS® Foundation logo which is a
legally trademarked item and the SHE
RECOVERS Sharing Circle logo. The use
of these logos should remain consistent
across all materials with no changes to
approved colors, fonts, or wording.
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SR Sharing Circle Facilitator Badge

A badge is provided for your use upon
your completion of all requirements to
become an SR Sharing Circle Facilitator.
It is important to note that the use of
marketing assets including the use of
these badges is limited to individuals who
have successfully completed the
certification and volunteer training
process; usage rights do not extend to
the chosen venues or hosting
organizations associated with the
individual SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circle
Facilitator.

Flyer Templates

We currently provide one template
for a flyer promoting SR Sharing
Circles. This flyer includes fillable text
fields for you to type in your event
details and add your own copy. You
will download and customize the
.PDF file for your use.
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MARKETING GUIDELINES

As a SR Certified Professional, you have a vested interest in furthering the mission of SRF
and protecting the integrity of our work. We ask that you adhere to these guidelines on
your website and within all promotional materials.

What information do I need to include in my marketing materials?

Some important pieces of copy/messaging appear on all your SR Sharing Circle
communications:

Trademarks

The SRF logo and ‘SHE RECOVERS’ are legally trademarked terms. SHE RECOVERS
must always be written in capital letters and have the registered trademark symbol at first
mention within any marketing materials. To add the registered trademark symbol on a Mac
press option R and Ctrl+Alt+R on a PC.

The logo assets provided include the ® symbol required to communicate and protect this
status. All marketing materials for Sharing Circles must use approved logo including the ®.

Credentials

You must clearly identify your credentials in all marketing materials by including your SR
Certified Professional Badge (SHE RECOVERS Coach, SHE RECOVERS Professional,
SHE RECOVERS Trauma-Informed Yoga Teacher) and/or by including one of the following
after your name in full or abbreviated:

● SHE RECOVERS Coach (SRCD)

● SHE RECOVERS Trauma-Informed Yoga Teacher (SRYT)

● SHE RECOVERS Professional (SRPD)

OUTREACH

Engage potential referral sources such as treatment providers, behavioral health
organizations, therapists and community resource centers through the distribution of SRF
information packages via email, written letters, or organized site visits. SRF promotional
materials are available for download @ www.sherecovers.org/sharing-circle-toolkit
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WEBSITES

How can I promote SR Sharing Circles on my website?

We strongly encourage placing your SR Badges on the homepage of your website and
creating a dedicated landing page for your SR Sharing Circle. Suggested copy is
listed in the ‘Approved Marketing Assets’ section of this guide.

SOCIAL MEDIA

How can I use social media?

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Linkedin provide
excellent opportunities to start conversation and create awareness about your association
with SRF and the good work we are doing together. These sites can be powerful engines
for engagement and connection. We suggest doing one or all of the following:

● Share your WHY. Why do you do this work? Why are you in recovery and/or why
do you support recovering individuals? Why did you become involved with SRF?
Why are you an SR Certified Professional and/or a volunteer of the organization?

● Announce your SR Sharing Circles on your personal and/or professional pages

● Create an event on your personal and/or professional pages - ensuring to hide the
guest list for privacy purposes

● Re-share content and media from SRF platforms (new content is posted daily)

● Tag SHE RECOVERS in your posts to be reshared on SRF platforms

● Go Live! Social and video remains the highest performing media across most social
platforms

● Include relevant hashtags such as #SHERECOVERS #ConnectSupportEmpower
#SharingCircle #Recovery in your posts #WomeninRecovery #RecoverySupport
#RecoveryMeeting

● Engage in other local recovery-focused groups (adhering to their guidelines) and
share your free resources / upcoming SR Sharing Circles

● Use discretion and stay rooted in the SRF mission. If you are seen as simply
promoting in a social space, people may be hesitant to like, know and trust you
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What not to do on social media:

● Don’t post media (photos, videos, testimonials) of any SR Sharing Circle
participants unless you have prior written consent

● Be mindful of anonymity and privacy issues associated with your SR Sharing Circle
before tagging, referencing, or linking to others

● Use your professional or personal public platforms to navigate conflict or discuss
challenges related to SR Sharing Circles. These discussions are best held within
private platforms and direct communications

Marketing Within SHE RECOVERS’ Spaces

SR Certified Professionals Directory

The SR Certified Professionals Directory allows prospective clients and participants to find
your professional listing and Sharing Circle offered in your community (Coming Winter
2022). All SHE RECOVERS Certified Professionals (SRCP) are responsible for creating and
updating their own profiles. For more information about this directory please contact
liana.kennedy@sherecovers.org

SR Sharing Circle Listing

You can submit your SR Sharing Circle Listing to the SR website (coming 2023) by filling
out a form and our website developer will have your listing on this site within 10 business
days. SR Sharing Circles will be searchable by location and associated facilitator(s). SR
Sharing Circle Facilitators will provide the basic info for prospective participants to connect
directly.

For your listing please provide:

● Your Name

● Credentials

● Email

● Location (Address, City & State/Province)

● Time & Frequency

● Your professional website or direct link to a SR Sharing Circle landing page within
professional website (if applicable)
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● Associated Local Community Group (if applicable)

If you are receiving these guidelines prior to Spring 2023, please submit your SR Sharing
Circle information to approvals@sherecovers.org

SR Social Media

As a Sharing Circle Facilitator you are permitted and encouraged to self-promote
at any time:

● Within a SRF Local Community (Facebook) Group if there is one active in
your area:

○ Create a FB event with your SR Sharing Circle event header image

○ Create a FB post with your SR Sharing Circle social square image

○ Share free resources and offerings hosted on your professional platforms

○ Post reminders of when you will be hosting a SR Sharing Circle or Together
Online Gathering

○ As part of your volunteer facilitation within SHE RECOVERS Together Online
Gatherings

● Within a SR Sharing Circle:

○ Share your upcoming programs such as paid offerings and/or exclusive
discounts for SR Sharing Circle participants

We ask that you don’t:

● Post calls-to-action or links within a SRF Local Community Group to your specific
paid offerings or programs (linking to your general site is permitted) due to the
non-profit and public charity status of SRF

● Post content that is not in alignment with the SR Intentions & Guiding Principles

● Post content that violates our online Community Group Guidelines

APPROVED MARKETING LANGUAGE

When describing your SR Sharing Circle and SR more broadly, please use the approved
language provided below. If marketing the SR Sharing Circle outside of a SRF platform
(i.e. a SRF local community group or identity-based group) you must include details about
the SR Sharing Circle and SRF.
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About SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circles

SHE RECOVERS® Sharing Circles are intended for women and non-binary
individuals —who are in or seeking recovery —to connect, learn, heal and share within a
group of like-hearted individuals. These local community circles of support are
recovery-focused, free to attend and voluntarily facilitated by a SHE RECOVERS Certified
Professional. All races, sexual orientations, and all those differences of life situations,
backgrounds and abilities are welcome.

The following language is inaccurate and should never be used:

SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circles are a safe space.

About SHE RECOVERS Foundation

SHE RECOVERS® Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit public charity and a global
grassroots movement serving more than 325,000 women and non-binary individuals in or
seeking recovery from life challenges including trauma, substance use, grief and loss,
eating disorders, burnout and moral injury, love addiction and mental health issues such as
anxiety and depression. We are all recovering from something—no one should have to
recover alone. The organization connects women through its virtual offerings and in-person
community networks, provides resources and support to help women develop their own
holistic recovery patchworks, and empowers them to thrive, share their experience, and
celebrate success. All efforts are designed to redefine recovery, end stigma and shame,
and help more women heal.

Please visit www.sherecovers.org for more information.

SRF Additional Key Messaging

SRF Vision

A world where all women in or seeking recovery are celebrated, supported, and deemed
essential to healthy communities.

*All expressions of women

SRF Mission

To inspire hope, reduce stigma and empower women in or seeking recovery from life
challenges including mental health issues, trauma and substance use, to increase their
recovery capital, heal themselves and help other women to do the same.
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The Issues We Seek to Solve

The imperative to increase support and resources for women in or seeking recovery from
life challenges including mental health issues, trauma, and substance use has never been
stronger. Uncertainty and isolation during the current pandemic and heightening
awareness of racial injustice has thrown our world into a mental health crisis. Increasing
levels of anxiety and depression are being reported, and the risk of suicide is rising
proportionately. Domestic violence is increasing at alarming rates. Those recovering from
substance use disorders are extremely vulnerable to recurrence and eating disorders are
being ignited in individuals facing so much uncertainty.

Women have unique behavioral health needs. Evidence shows:

● Drinking and binge drinking are increasing among women, who already have a
higher risk of developing alcohol-related problems than men (NIAAA, 2017)

● Women are at highest risk for developing a substance use disorder between the
ages of 18-44 which largely coincides with their reproductive years

● Women are nearly twice as likely as men to be diagnosed with depression

● Anxiety disorders affect about 40% of US women

● Borderline Personality Disorder affects young women more than any other
demographic (NIMH, 2020)

● At least one in five women suffer rape or attempted rape in their lifetime (WHO,
2020)

● Twice as many women are affected by eating disorders as men (NEDA, 2020)

● Women tend to experience more concurrent mental health disorders
Depression might be accompanied by anxiety, agoraphobia (feeling unsafe), panic
disorders, somatoform disorders (symptoms of physical illness or pain that cannot
be fully diagnosed), and post-traumatic stress disorder

● Between 1999 and 2015 the rate of deaths from prescription opioid overdoses
increased 471 percent among women (CDC 2017)

● About 25 percent of young women have engaged in self-injurious behavior – more
than twice the rate of young men

SHE RECOVERS provides life-altering support to women at a time where few resources
are dedicated to behavioral health. Social support in particular is positively linked to health
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and well-being across the general population and improved overall wellness leads to
decreased recurrences related to behavioral health issues. As a public charity, SHE
RECOVERS is positioned to provide innovative and critically-needed social support.

ACTIVITIES NOT PERMITTED / ACTIVITIES REQUIRING
APPROVAL

The following activities are not permitted in conjunction with your SR Sharing Circle
Facilitation.

Website Domains & Business Names

Using SHE RECOVERS, SHE RECOVERS Foundation, SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circle(s),
or Sharing Circle(s) as part of a website domain or business name not owned and
operated by SRF is not permitted.

Employment

Listing SHE RECOVERS Foundation as an employer or client on any social networks or
resume is not permitted unless you are a member of the SRF team (your involvement as a
volunteer and certified professional is strongly encouraged).

Sponsorship

Commercial sponsorship of SRF groups/workshops is not permitted without approval from
SRF HQ. Sponsorship includes the provision of goods, services, or financial support in
exchange for marketing benefits. These include product sampling and inclusion of brand/
company references or branding at events or in marketing materials. Sponsorship requests
should be sent directly to partnerships@sherecovers.org.

Co-Branding

We do not permit co-branding (i.e., connecting the SRF logo identity and name to the
name or logo of another organization) without explicit written permission. For potential
co-branding opportunities please contact partnerships@sherecovers.org.
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Media Requests

Conducting media interviews and distributing press releases regarding SR Sharing Circles
is strongly encouraged with written permission from SRF HQ. Any media requests should
be sent directly to media@sherecovers.org

Inappropriate Use

Using the SR Sharing Circles in a way that is in direct opposition to the overall mission of
SRF is not permitted. Examples of this include, but are not limited to, promoting racism,
sexism, or homophobia, political groups or agendas.

Who do I contact regarding materials requiring approval?

The approved assets will be made available to you following the completion of your SHE
RECOVERS Certified Professional training and volunteer onboarding. All questions
regarding marketing guidelines and those materials requiring approval should be emailed
directly to SRF via email @ approvals@sherecovers.org

DESIGNING YOUR OWN MARKETING MATERIALS

What if I want to design my own marketing materials?

If you plan to create alternative SR Sharing Circle branded flyers or other promotional
materials, these will require additional approval. We recommend that you allow 30 days for
approval of any proposed materials.

Guidance on the color palette and fonts for those individuals developing materials to
complement approved SRF branded assets is provided in the style and branding
guidelines along with the approved assets. As the SR Chapter Network and SR Sharing
Circles continue to grow and evolve, we will be creating additional marketing assets to
support your volunteer efforts. Following the guidelines as closely as possible will provide
you with the best opportunity to promote your SR Sharing Circles in a unified way.

What if I don’t follow these guidelines?

SRF will conduct regular audits online to ensure all mention of our name and registered
trademark are being used in compliance with these guidelines. Any representative of SRF
that appears to be violating the guidelines will be requested to remove and replace with
approved materials and copy as soon as possible. If the requested materials and/or copy
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are not removed or replaced within 14 days, SR Sharing Circle Facilitators may have their
volunteer status with SRF revoked. Please see the ‘SHE RECOVERS Foundation Global
Brand Guidelines’ to review the requirements for developing materials to complement
approved SR Sharing Circle branded assets.

All promotional material including branded flyers, email blasts, event registration pages etc.
must follow the ‘Marketing, Trademark & Style Guidelines’. Approval of standard
promotional materials is not required prior to distribution, but if you have questions please
feel free to contact approvals@sherecovers.org

APPENDIX: RESOURCES

Editable copies of these resources can be found @

sherecovers.org/sharing-circle-toolkit
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Outreach Letter For Behavioral Health Orgs

Hello *name*,

Thank you for the work you're doing to help recovering individuals heal and come home to
themselves. As a {insert your SHE RECOVERS Designation here} I appreciate that {insert
organization or individual name} uses a holistic, trauma-focused, and individualized approach to
recovery - all of which we know address the manifestations and impact of addiction and/or mental
health issues that are unique for every individual.

I am writing on behalf of SHE RECOVERS® Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profit public charity with a
growing and evolving community serving more than 325,000 women in or seeking recovery from
substance use disorders, mental health issues and/or other life challenges. Its mission is to inspire
hope, reduce stigma, and empower women to increase their recovery capital, heal themselves,
and help other women to do the same.

On {insert date here} I will be hosting a free SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circle at {insert
location here} and would love to extend an invitation for your {insert naming convention
such as clients, patients, alumni here} to join me. We gather on a {insert frequency and
duration here} basis.

SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circles are intended for women and non-binary individuals —who are in
or seeking recovery —to connect, learn, heal and share within a group of like-hearted individuals.
These local community circles of support are recovery-focused, free to attend and voluntarily
facilitated by a SHE RECOVERS Certified Professional. All races, sexual orientations, and all those
differences of life situations, backgrounds and abilities are welcome.

As a { insert SHE RECOVERS Designation here } I support recovering individuals by { insert
speciality and/or approach here }, and am honored to facilitate these SHE RECOVERS Sharing
Circles in our community.

Please feel free to contact me directly @ { insert email here } or visit { insert SR Professional
Directory Listing here } to explore the services I offer.

To learn more about SHE RECOVERS Foundation more broadly please visit sherecovers.org

Yours in recovery,

{ insert name & credentials here }
{ insert professional website if applicable here }
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Introductory Letter for Potential Sharing Circle Venues

Hello *name*,

I am writing on behalf of SHE RECOVERS® Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profit public charity with a
growing and evolving community serving more than 325,000 women in or seeking recovery from
substance use disorders, mental health issues and/or other life challenges. Its mission is to inspire
hope, reduce stigma, and empower women to increase their recovery capital, heal themselves,
and help other women to do the same.

As a { insert SHE RECOVERS Designation here } and volunteer of the organization I am looking to
start a SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circle in our community and I am asking for your help!

SHE RECOVERS Sharing Circles are intended for women and non-binary individuals —who are in
or seeking recovery —to connect, learn, heal and share within a group of like-hearted individuals.
These local community circles of support are recovery-focused, free to attend and voluntarily
facilitated by a SHE RECOVERS Certified Professional. All races, sexual orientations, and all
those differences of life situations, backgrounds and abilities are welcome.

I feel the space you have created at {insert venue name here} is reflective of the inclusive,
welcoming and supportive environment SHE RECOVERS is known for. I would love to know if you
would consider offering your space on a { insert frequency } basis for { insert duration here ] as an
in-kind donation to SHE RECOVERS Foundation. As a thank you for your generosity, your venue
name and address can be listed on the SHE RECOVERS website which receives upwards of
14,000 visitors per month. Donating space is not eligible for a tax donation.

Please feel free to contact me directly @ { insert email here } with any questions or curiosities you
may have.

To learn more about SHE RECOVERS Foundation please visit sherecovers.org.

I look forward to hearing from you.

With gratitude,

{ insert name & credentials here }
{ insert link to business website here }
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